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Agroup of would-be circus performers in New Jersey's
capital city are using unicycles, acrobatics and spinning
plates to bridge the divide between poverty and privi-

lege. The Trenton Circus Squad brings kids ages 12-17 from
both the struggling city and its wealthier suburbs together,
using circus skills to give them a sense of belonging and a
belief in their own abilities. While teaching young people to
be the ring masters of their own lives, the kids also work on
balancing on large balls and wood planks, stilt walking, tra-
peze skills, juggling and slapstick clown routines.

"Because of the high crime, the high unemployment going
on here, hope's hard to find in this city," said program director
Tom von Oehsen, who trained as a clown with Ringling Bros.
in the 1980s. "And these kids bring a lot of hope, and a lot of
positive energy to all the different communities in this city."
Von Oehsen and Zoe Brookes, the group's executive director,
created the circus squad two years ago to try to change per-
ceptions and stereotypes that lead to negative assumptions
about teens in inner cities.

Von Oehsen calls it a "game changer" that other cities can
embrace to engage inner city youth and keep them off the
streets. Brookes says they give the kids "a really safe place to
test their limits and help them do things they never thought
were possible." "The kids in the program really become role
models," Brookes said. "And we bring in people from many
other towns really to change their perspective on what

Trenton has to offer, and what the kids in Trenton have to offer
the community."

The group, which plans to start a pilot program in
Camden this summer, performs at nursing homes, hospitals
and community events. Kids from other organizations like
Boys and Girls clubs and Scout troops tag along on field
trips. While it started as a service project for suburban high
school students to fulfill their community service require-
ment for graduation, the kids kept coming back even after
they completed their hours. The squad is free to kids ages
12-17, relying on donations to keep its doors open. It per-
forms six times a year and holds community workshops in an
old factory, teaching even younger kids the art of the circus.
Children ages 6 and up are welcome to join a free circus
workshop led by members of the squad.

Squad members say they enjoy meeting kids from differ-
ent backgrounds, knowing that they share some of the same
concerns. "If I have problems at like home or school, I can tell
them because they're like family. They won't bring you down
about," said Janaeya Brown, 14. "They won't laugh at you.
They will help you." Gabbie Cain is a 16-year-old squad mem-
ber from nearby Princeton. "I feel like I connect on some
basis, but I've never been exposed to the living that some
people here experience," Cain said." So, I've learned a lot just
by coming here." — AP

In this file photo people watch a performance by the Trenton Circus Squad in Trenton, NJ. — AP

Circus of life: Dreams take 
flight amid urban blight

Tens of thousands gathered in Hong Kong yester-
day for one of its most colorful festivals, a whirl-
wind of music and costume culminating in a dra-

matic climb up a precipitous "bun tower". Pipers, drum-
mers and lion dancers accompanied by a cacophony of
cymbals filled the streets of the normally sleepy island
of Cheung Chau, as part of the annual "bun festival"
parade. Young children in intricate outfits-posing as
deities, local sporting heroes and even politicians-gave
the impression of floating above the crowds as they
were wheeled around on high pedestals. 

Along the parade route shoppers bought bags of
the sweet buns at the heart of the celebrations.   A late-
night scramble by agile competitors up an 18-metre
(60-foot) tower made from imitation buns was sched-

uled to top off the festivities.  The whole event harks
back to the 19th century, when Cheung Chau was
struggling to combat a plague and pirate raids. The sto-
ry goes that local fishermen paraded a statue of Taoist
sea deity Pak Tai as part of a carnival to drive away the
plague and evil spirits.  It worked and Pak Tai has been
a spiritual hero ever since.  The festivities today revolve
around Cheung Chau's Pak Tai temple and attract visi-
tors from all over Hong Kong and abroad.

Kwok Yu-chuen runs one of the bakeries that pumps
out the famous festival buns and has been working
there for 40 years. Made from rice flour and filled with
sweet pastes including lotus seed, red bean and
sesame, they are embossed with Chinese characters
meaning "peace" and "safe" and symbolize health and

prosperity. "Many people hope for peace, safety and
good health by eating the buns from Cheung Chau,"
said Kwok, 53.  

"That's why they like to come here to join the cele-
brations." Real buns are no longer used to create the
bun tower. Instead, plastic buns lined a steel frame as
part of safety measures brought in after an old-style
structure-made from bamboo and real buns-collapsed
in 1978 and caused injuries.  But competitors each year
still scale heady heights, stuffing buns into sacks they
are carrying as they climb.   Buns from the top of the
tower carry the most points and the highest scorer is
the winner. — AP

Tough cookies to brave the heights at Hong Kong bun festival

A traditional bun baker holds a stamp which reads (Peace Safe), used to
mark buns made during the annual Cheung Chau bun festival in Hong
Kong.

A baker stamps buns with Chinese characters which read “Peace Safe”
during the annual Cheung Chau bun festival.

A young girl (top center) dressed as a deity takes part in a parade during the
annual Cheung Chau bun festival.

A young girl (center) dressed as a deity takes part in a parade during the annual
Cheung Chau bun festival in Hong Kong. — AFP photos

Tucked behind 10-storey tower blocks in the heart of
Berlin stands an imposing metal gate marked "Border
zone, restricted area", guarded by a stern-looking Stasi

officer. "Permits, please," visitors are told, as the gate cracks
open to reveal a border post with another officer asking for
identity papers-all part of a live event featuring "Good Bye
Lenin!", the popular 2003 film set in communist East Germany.

Organizers of the show have brought the defunct state to
life in an old post office, and for seven nights at a hefty 30
euros ($33) per ticket, visitors can taste life in the grim authori-
tarian state before ending the evening with a screening of the
film. Along the corridors decorated with commemorative
Communist Party congress metal plates and portraits of for-
mer East German leader Erich Honecker, Stasi guards whisper
conspiratorially. In a windowless room, a secretary is furiously
typing documents, while a fake grocery store sells Eastern
products like Bautz'ner mustard or toys featuring the cartoon
character Sandman.

And at a restaurant run by East German train caterer
Mitropa, the menu has features just three food options-
gherkins and two hearty dishes ubiquitous in the former east-
ern bloc-solyanka, a thick Russian soup, and goulash. They can
be washed down with Club Cola-the former German
Democratic Republic's answer to Coke-or a luminescent green
Gruene Wiese cocktail or Pfeffi schnapps, a pungent pepper-
mint concoction.

There are also rules to be observed in the 2,000 square
metres (21,000 square feet) recreating the former police state-
film-goers have to turn up in clothes in keeping with East
German fashion and no photography is allowed. "It's always
great to hear people saying that when they watch a film in the
cinema, they feel like they have been transported to another
world," event organizer Christopher Zwickler told AFP."So we
thought, how can we take this one step further, so that you
have a live cinema experience where the viewer also becomes
a leading actor that evening."

'Ostalgie' 
The beloved comedy-drama "Good Bye Lenin!" tells the

story of a young man who desperately recreates life in the
GDR for his mother, a staunch believer in the Communist

cause, who has just woken up from a coma during which she
completely missed the fall of the Berlin Wall. Peter Meyer of
East German rock band Die Puhdys, who was invited to
Monday's opening screening, noted the "Club Colas, the way
in which people were welcomed" were all reminiscent of life in
the east. The director of the film, Wolfgang Becker, who was
also among invited guests, said the experience was "like being
in an Ost-Disneyland."

Florian Balke, who was born in the east and turned up
dressed in an 80s style tracksuit top, acknowledged the appar-
ent enthusiasm among those who have come to relive life in
the east.

But he rejected ideas that "Ostalgie" — a word that com-
bines "nostalgia" and the German word for "East" — was any-
thing serious. "Personally I'm glad that the Wall is no longer

there and I wouldn't want to live like it was before," said the
30-year-old who makes his living through advertisements
earned through his YouTube channel. "I'm glad to see all this,
but I'm happier that I can enjoy this in a free country."

For Zwickler, the event is simply a means to enhance the
viewer experience and another way of attracting movie-goers
as home theatres increasingly crowd out cinemas. "Maybe it's
a vision for cinemas in the future, there are technical
advances, 3D is getting better, sound and pictures are getting
better and bigger," he said. "But there is another trend where
you say we want to immerse people deeper in a film," said
Zwickler, whose company plans to organize similar events
twice a year. — AFP

Permits, please: East Germany
alive in Berlin 'Good Bye Lenin!' event

An actress sits in a recreated east German office for a
‘Socialist revival live cinema event’ in Berlin.— AFP photos

An actor dressed as an east German border police officer
gestures to guests attending a ‘Socialist revival live cine-
ma event’ in Berlin, during which the German cult movie
‘Goodbye Lenin’ will be shown. 

"Joan Shelley" reflects the beauty of simplicity. On
her self-titled fourth album, Shelley is often
accompanied only by acoustic guitar as producer

Jeff Tweedy wisely puts the spotlight on her luminous
dimming-of-the-day alto. More than ever, the Kentuckian
explores the connection between the British folk tradition
and Appalachia. This is music found on a pub crawl, or on
a porch overlooking the Blue Ridge Mountains. Half of the
songs were recorded on the first take, and the result is a
relaxed mood throughout.

Shelley's lyrics are occasionally undercut by choppy
syntax, but she uses distinctive imagery to describe the
tug of love - and the tug of the countryside. Her allusion to
a roll in the clover involves a foal, and she sings about the
pleasures of planting, fruit and idle time. Graceful
melodies adorn the slow, short songs, where subtle varia-
tions in tempo and arrangement loom large. Spencer
Tweedy's subdued drumming lends a swaying lilt to
"Where I'll Find You," but the pace remains leisurely
throughout, and even "Go Wild" is a ballad. With a voice
like Shelley's, there's no need to rush. — AP

Joan Shelley's

self-titled album 
is simply lovely

Review

This cover image released by No Quarter Records
shows the self-titled album by Joan Shelley. — AP


